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Viral DNA packaging motors are among the most powerful molec-
ular motors known. A variety of structural, biochemical, and single-
molecule biophysical approaches have been used to understand their
mechanochemistry. However, packaging initiation has been difficult
to analyze because of its transient and highly dynamic nature. Here,
we developed a single-molecule fluorescence assay that allowed
visualization of packaging initiation and reinitiation in real time
and quantification of motor assembly and initiation kinetics. We
observed that a single bacteriophage T4 packaging machine can
package multiple DNA molecules in bursts of activity separated by
long pauses, suggesting that it switches between active and quies-
cent states. Multiple initiation pathways were discovered including,
unexpectedly, direct DNA binding to the capsid portal followed by
recruitment of motor subunits. Rapid succession of ATP hydrolysis
was essential for efficient initiation. These observations have impli-
cations for the evolution of icosahedral viruses and regulation of
virus assembly.
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As part of a virus life cycle, genetic information needs to be
incorporated into the newly produced virus particles. Tailed

bacteriophages, which probably form the largest biomass of the
planet (1), and many eukaryotic viruses such as herpes viruses
use powerful ATPase motors to achieve this (2). These motors
generate forces as high as 80–100 pN and translocate DNA into
a preformed prohead until a DNA condensate of near crystalline
density fills the interior (3).
The viral packaging motors share a common architecture with

the ASCE (additional strand, conserved E) superfamily of multi-
meric ring ATPases that perform diverse functions such as chro-
mosome segregation (helicases), protein remodeling (chaperones
and proteasomes), and cargo transport (dyneins) (4). Although
much has been learned about the mechanochemistry of these
motors, little is known about how a functional motor is assembled
and its activity is initiated. The packaging motors have the difficult
task of precisely inserting the end of a viral genome into the capsid
at the time of initiation.
In a general virus assembly pathway shared by dsDNA viruses,

assembly starts at a unique fivefold vertex of the prohead called
the portal vertex, which is formed from 12 molecules of the
portal protein (5). A protein shell assembles around a protein
scaffold and later becomes an empty prohead after the scaffold
leaves, or is degraded (6). In most dsDNA bacteriophages as well
as herpes viruses a complex of two proteins, known as small and
large “terminase” proteins, recognize a specific sequence of DNA
in the concatemeric viral genome (e.g., cos site in phage λ and
pac site in phage P22) and make a cut to create a dsDNA end (7,
8). The small terminase is responsible for binding to the cos or pac
site, whereas the large terminase makes the cut. However, phage
phi29 and adenoviruses do not require DNA cutting because the
genome is a unit-length molecule with a covalently attached
“terminal protein” at the ends (9). The large terminase, which is
also an ATPase, then attaches to the protruding end of the portal

and assembles into an oligomeric motor that translocates the
DNA genome into the empty prohead through the ∼3.5-nm-
diameter portal channel using energy from ATP hydrolysis (7, 8).
After packaging one unit-length viral genome (headful packag-
ing), the motor dissociates from the full head and the neck and
tail proteins assemble on the portal to make an infectious virus.
Bacteriophage T4 has been an important model for tailed bac-

teriophages as well as herpes viruses (10, 11). The T4 packaging
motor, a pentamer of gp17 (70 kDa) (large terminase protein) as-
sembled on the gp20 portal dodecamer (12) is the fastest (packaging
rate up to ∼2,000 bp/s) of the viral packaging motors studied (13).
Gp17 possesses all of the basic enzymatic activities necessary for
generating a DNA-full head: ATPase, nuclease, and translocase (14,
15). An oligomeric small terminase protein, gp16, that forms 11-mer
and 12-mer rings recognizes the viral genome in vivo, although it
lacks strict sequence specificity and is dispensable for packaging
in vitro (16). Cryo-EM reconstruction of the packaging motor in
complex with the capsid portal, which we will call the “packaging
machine,” shows a ring of five gp17 molecules assembled on the
prohead portal into a pentameric configuration with the trans-
location groove facing the channel (12). An electrostatic force-
driven translocation mechanism was proposed in which gp17
subunits alternate between the “tensed” (compact) and “relaxed”
(extended) conformational states that is coupled to translocation
of DNA in a piston-like fashion (12).
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Genetic and biochemical studies of several packaging systems
have delineated the mechanisms of genome recognition and DNA
cutting (17, 18). Structural studies (12, 16, 19) and single-molecule
optical tweezers (3, 13) and fluorescence spectroscopy (20, 21)
approaches have been used to dissect the mechanochemical steps
of DNA translocation. However, the transient nature of DNA and
protein interactions at the initiation stage, which involve insertion
of the dsDNA end into the prohead and triggering of translo-
cation, has been a major challenge (22). The dynamics of motor
assembly, timescales of motor–DNA–portal interactions, and mech-
anism of initiation are poorly understood in any system.
Here, we report a single-molecule fluorescence assay that

allowed us to dissect packaging initiation starting from a dsDNA
end, in real time, by the phage T4 DNA packaging machine. We
reconstituted a fully functional minimal T4 packaging complex
and imaged individual packaging machines in real time by total
internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. Each machine car-
ried out successive DNA translocations and the times for motor
assembly and packaging initiation were quantified. Using this
assay we found that packaging initiations occurred in bursts with
long pauses in between. We discovered that packaging initiation
shows unusual plasticity. It can occur through multiple pathways:
motor assembly on the portal followed by interaction with DNA
and, unexpectedly, direct interaction of DNA with the portal
followed by recruitment of the motor subunits. Finally, subtle
changes in the ATP binding Walker A P-loop residues that lower
the rate of ATP hydrolysis lead to severe defects in packaging
initiation. These results provided insights into the dynamics of
interactions that lead to single-molecule encapsidation of DNA
by a viral packaging machine.

Results
A Real-Time Single-Molecule Fluorescence Assay to Study Viral DNA
Packaging Initiation. We used prism-type total internal reflection
microscopy (23) to probe individual phage T4 DNA packaging
machines. Packaging complexes were first assembled in solution
by incubating the purified capsid particles with the motor protein
gp17 in the presence of ATPγS and a 120-bp “priming” DNA
(unlabeled, discussed below) (13). The single packaging machines
were then immobilized on a PEG-coated glass surface through
successive binding of neutravidin, biotinylated secondary antibody,
and primary polyclonal antibody against the phage T4 capsid
proteins (Fig. 1A). Flowing ATP and Cy5-labeled 45-bp dsDNA
into the chamber initiated DNA packaging and fluorescent spots
from Cy5 fluorophores appeared on the surface (Fig. 1B, Right
and Movie S1). The bulk packaging experiment also verified that
this DNA can be packaged efficiently by the assembled packaging
machines (Fig. 1C). In a typical experiment, the number of fluo-
rescent spots per imaging area (70 × 35 μm) after injection of
labeled DNA and ATP was 10- to 20-fold greater than in the
controls done with Cy5-labeled DNA but without ATP (Fig. 1 B
and D). In addition, these fluorescent spots were significantly
brighter than in the controls (Fig. 1E), likely because each capsid
can package multiple labeled DNA molecules, whereas nonspecific
spots are due to a single DNA molecule. Moreover, DNase I
treatment of the chamber afterward showed only a slight reduction
in the number of fluorescent spots, further demonstrating that the
motor-driven DNA molecules were inside the DNase-protected
environment of the capsid shell (Fig. 1F).

Assembly of a Functional Packaging Machine. To investigate the
interactions involved in the assembly of a functional packaging
machine, we prepared the packaging complexes using the same
concentration of heads and gp17 but omitting ATPγS or priming
DNA in the assembly step. Previous experiments showed that
motor assembly per se on the prohead portal does not require
ATP or DNA (12, 24). Unexpectedly, most of the motors assem-
bled in the absence of ATPγS could not initiate DNA packaging.

As shown in Fig. 1G, the number of complexes showing successful
initiation without ATPγS in the assembly step dropped to about
3% compared with those assembled in the presence of ATPγS.
Similarly, in the absence of the priming DNA the yield of forming
active complexes dropped to 15% relative to that of the machines
assembled in the presence of priming DNA (Fig. 1G). Because
ATPγS is a slowly hydrolyzable ATP analog, its interaction mimics
the effect of ATP binding to the motor, but not hydrolysis. These
data, therefore, suggest that assembly of a functional packaging
machine requires that the gp17 subunits be in ATP-bound con-
formation. This was also observed in bulk studies using large ter-
minase proteins gp19 and gpA from phages T3 and λ, respectively
(25, 26). Our studies further show that engagement of DNA in the

Fig. 1. Single-molecule fluorescent assay to study DNA packaging initiation.
(A) Preassembled phage head–motor (packaging machine) complexes are
immobilized on a passivated surface using antibodies against phage T4
capsid proteins. To initiate packaging, fluorescently labeled DNA molecules
and ATP are applied and imaged by a total internal reflection microscope.
(B) Representative fluorescence images of the slide surface with pre-
assembled packaging complexes and 4 nM DNA before (Left) and 5 min after
(Right) introducing 4 nM DNA and 1 mM ATP. (Scale bars, 5 μm.) (C) Bulk
packaging assay verifying that the 45-bp Cy5-labeled dsDNA used in the
single-molecule assay can be efficiently packaged in bulk (lane 2) and
the packaging activity is DNA- and ATP-dependent. Note that about 30% of
the ladder DNA added to the reaction (300 μg) was packaged in the control
assay (lane 4; compare with 100 ng ladder DNA in lane 3). The high-molec-
ular-weight DNA band in the wells corresponds to the ∼8-kb DNA present in
the heads (34). (D) Quantification of the data shown in B. Average number
of fluorescent spots per imaging area (70 × 35 μm) in the presence or ab-
sence of Cy5-labeled DNA (4 nM) or ATP (1 mM). Error bars represent ± SEM
of 30 different imaging areas. (E) Normalized intensity distribution of
fluorescent spots before (black) and 10 min after (red) introducing 4 nM
DNA and 1 mM ATP. The background spots are significantly dimmer than the
spots due to the active packaging. (F) The packaged DNA molecules are
protected from DNase I digestion. Number of fluorescent spots 10 min after
introducing 4 nM DNA and 1mM ATP followed by DNase I treatment, nor-
malized to the number of spots before DNase I treatment. Error bars rep-
resent ± SEM (n = 30). (G) The role of nucleotide or priming DNA in forming
active packaging complexes. Fraction of packaging-capable complexes pre-
assembled with or without 1 mM ATPγS or 200 nM unlabeled priming DNA.
(H) Fluorescence intensity time trace of a single packaging complex as it
packages three Cy5-labeled DNA molecules in succession. The arrow denotes
the time when 1 mM ATP and 4 nM DNA were flowed into the chamber. (I)
Normalized probability of the first packaging times for preassembled com-
plexes (black) in the presence of 1 mM ATP and 4 nM Cy5-labeled DNA and
for de novo assembled complexes (red) in the presence of 1 mM ATP, 4 nM
Cy5-labeled DNA, and 2 μM gp17.
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motor channel might also help stabilize the packaging machine in
an active, “ready to fire” conformation.

Quantifying DNA Packaging Initiation and Reinitiation. The pre-
assembled packaging machines that were immobilized on the
surface were imaged in real time after addition of ATP and Cy5-
labeled 45-bp DNA. Analysis of individual machines showed
stepwise fluorescent intensity increases, with each step corre-
sponding to encapsidation of a single Cy5-labeled DNA mole-
cule inside the viral capsid (Fig. 1H and Movie S1). Depending
on the DNA and ATP concentrations, it took 10–100 s for the
motor to package a new DNA molecule. Because the average
DNA translocation rate for the T4 packaging machine is about
700 bp/s (13), the 45-bp DNA used in our assay gets packaged in
about 50 ms. Hence, the time delay we observed between suc-
cessive packaging events is the “initiation time” required for the
motor to capture a new DNA molecule and initiate translocation.
To examine de novo motor assembly, we adopted a slightly

different assay in which we simultaneously flowed gp17 along
with the labeled DNA and ATP into the chamber, which already
has the heads immobilized on the surface. In this case, the gp17
motor needs to assemble first before packaging can begin. By
comparing the packaging initiation time of the de novo assembled
motor (for the first DNA molecule) with that of the preassembled
motor, we could determine the timescale for motor assembly
(Fig. 1I). At near saturating concentrations of ATP (1 mM) and
gp17 (1 μM), packaging initiation occurred in 60 s, compared with
the 16 s it took for the preassembled motor, providing a timescale
of about 45 s for the packaging motor assembly.

DNA Packaging Initiation Occurs in Bursts. We followed individual
virus heads as they packaged multiple dsDNA molecules over
long periods of time (Fig. 2A and Fig. S1). Each head showed
a stepwise increase in the fluorescence intensity over time, with
each step corresponding to packaging of a new Cy5-labeled DNA,
further confirmed by discrete drops in the intensity traces (Fig.
2A) owing to photobleaching of individual Cy5 fluorophores. The
distribution of initiation times (time interval between two suc-
cessive intensity increases in the intensity time trace) for pre-
assembled capsids at 2 nM DNA and 1mM ATP (near saturating
concentrations) and in the absence of free gp17 is shown in Fig.
2B. A double exponential fit to this distribution (Fig. 2B) gave the
short (τs) and long (τl) packaging time constants that are different
by an order of magnitude, and the same was true for experiments
performed under a wide range of DNA and ATP concentrations
(Fig. S2). This analysis showed that τs depends on the DNA
concentration but τl does not (Fig. 2C). However, both τs and τl
were ATP concentration-dependent, increasing as ATP concen-
tration was reduced (Fig. 2D).
An order of magnitude difference between the short and long

time constants suggests that the packaging initiations occurred
in bursts, with periods of activity translocating multiple DNA
molecules consecutively, followed by long pauses (Fig. 2A). This
bursting behavior could be produced if the T4 motor can enter
a quiescent state where it is trapped in an inactive conformation
and unable to translocate the DNA. One model illustrating such
a cycle is depicted in Fig. 2E. In this model the packaging
complex M initiates packaging by first associating with a DNA
molecule at a rate proportional to the DNA concentration. DNA
binding can trigger a conformational change in the motor that
results in the transition of the packaging complex DM into an
activated state DM* from which translocation can begin. Pack-
aging then completes at an ATP-dependent rate. However, from
this activated DM* state the motor can transit into an inactive,
quiescent state (DM0) with a rate that is dependent on ATP
concentration. In this state, the motor pauses, possibly because
ATP binding and DNA capture are not coordinated. Finally, the
motor recovers from the pause at a rate proportional to the ATP

concentration and resumes packaging initiation (Fig. 2E). Fig. 2F
shows a good fit obtained from this model to the experimental
data (Table S1). Also, the long and short packaging time con-
stants, predicted from this model, are shown in Fig. 2G.

Quantifying the Packaging Reinitiation via Single-Molecule Photo-
bleaching. To further quantify the packaging initiation bursts,
we terminated packaging at different times by substituting the
packaging buffer with a buffer lacking DNA and ATP and treating
with DNase I. We then excited the fluorophores attached to DNA
molecules inside individual virus heads and the number of photo-
bleaching steps was counted (Fig. S3) (27). Fig. 3A shows a repre-
sentative trace exhibiting seven photobleaching steps, and Fig. 3B
shows the histogram of the number of packaged dsDNA molecules
per virus head at different times after the initial flow of DNA and
ATP, as quantified by the photobleaching analysis. The large width
of the distributions, which are not Poissonian, shown in Fig. 3B
highlights the heterogeneity of packaging initiation.
To gain further insight into the bursting behavior of the motor,

the dependence of packaging initiation on DNA or ATP was
determined. The total number of DNA molecules packaged per
capsid was measured after long incubation times at different
concentrations of DNA or ATP. As shown in Fig. 3C, the average
number of DNA molecules packaged per capsid after 30 min of
incubation did not vary significantly over an order of magnitude of

Fig. 2. Kinetics of packaging initiation in bursts. (A) Fluorescence intensity
time trace of a single packaging complex as it packages multiple DNA mole-
cules over 30 min. The bars in the lower panel denote when a new DNA
molecule is packaged. (B) Normalized probability distribution of packaging
initiation times for preassembled packaging complexes in the presence of
1 mM ATP and 4 nM DNA. The data are fitted to a double exponential
function (red dashed line). Error bars represent ± SEM from three independent
measurements. (C) The short and long timescales (τs and τl) determined from
double exponential fit as shown in B as a function of DNA concentration and
in the presence of saturating ATP concentration (1 mM). Error bars represent ±
SEM (n ≥ 3). (D) τs and τl as a function of ATP concentration and in the
presence of 2 nM DNA. Error bars represent ± SEM (n ≥ 3). (E) Depiction of
a packaging model in which DNA binding triggers a conformational change
that activates the motor. The activated complex then either packages the DNA
or enters a paused state. (F) The fit obtained from the proposed model in E
(blue line) to the experimental data for the number of packaged DNA mole-
cules over time (Left, open circles) and the packaging time distribution (Right,
green line). (G) Prediction of the model in E for the short packaging time (blue
line) and long packaging time (green line) as a function of DNA concentration.
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DNA concentrations, suggesting that the long dwells, τl, in the
quiescent state that do not depend on DNA concentration dom-
inate the average packaging reinitiation rate. However, this
number dropped dramatically by decreasing the ATP concentration
(Fig. 3D). This is consistent with the above observations that both
the long and short components of the initiation time are sensitive to
ATP concentration, highlighting the critical effect of ATP hydrolysis
on packaging initiation.

ATPase-Defective Mutant Motors Show Poor DNA Packaging Initiation.
To further investigate the sensitivity of packaging initiation to ATP
hydrolysis, we examined two mutants in the ATP binding Walker A
P-loop of gp17. Previous studies showed that virtually every mu-
tation in this loop resulted in lethality. However, two mutants with
a conservative substitution at the beginning or end of the P-loop
(Fig. S4A) exhibited temperature sensitivity, producing tiny plaques
at the nonpermissive temperature (cold-sensitive mutant cs S161T
and heat-sensitive mutant hs T168Q) (28). The cs161T and
hsT168Q mutant proteins were purified, and bulk functional assays
showed that both these mutants have about 10-fold lower kcat and
DNA-packaging activity compared with the WT gp17 (Fig. S4 B
and C).
Single-molecule data showed that both mutants are defective

for DNA packaging initiation (Fig. 4A and Fig. S4 D and E).
Only about 5–10% of the heads with the S161T mutant motor
were capable of initiating packaging compared with the same
number of heads assembled with the WT motor (Fig. 4A). The
initiation time was grossly increased to 100–150 s compared with
10–12 s for the WT motor. Furthermore, the mutant motors
could undergo many fewer reinitiations (Fig. 4B and Fig. S4 D
and E). This level of packaging initiation efficiency is comparable
to the WT motor’s at very low ATP concentrations, ∼30 μM,
where the hydrolysis rate is similar to that of the mutant motor
(Fig. 3D). Among the few that showed multiple initiation events,
the short (τs) and long (τl) packaging initiation times for the
S161T mutant in 4 nM DNA and 1 mM ATP are 71 s and 432 s,

which are much longer than those of the WT motor under the
same conditions (15 s and 261 s) (Fig. 4 C and D). These ob-
servations further support the conclusion that efficient package
initiation requires rapid succession of ATP hydrolysis.

Direct Binding of DNA to the Portal Leads to Efficient Packaging
Initiation. The current models for packaging initiation posit that
gp17 binding to DNA, either as a monomer or as a pentamer,
recruits the packaging substrate to the capsid. Surprisingly, we
found that the portal can directly bind to DNA in the absence of
gp17, linking the substrate to the capsid even without the packaging
motor. When we added the Cy5-labeled DNA to immobilized
heads that had not been exposed to the motors we observed many
fluorescent spots on the surface (Fig. 5A), and the number of spots
increased with increasing density of the immobilized heads, sug-
gesting that the DNA was binding to the capsid (a negative control
experiment without the heads yielded 30 times fewer spots; 19
spots vs. 634 spots) (Fig. 5B). Most of these spots (>80%) showed
single-step photobleaching, signifying that only one DNA molecule
is bound to a capsid. The few spots that showed more than one
photobleaching step are likely due to head aggregates or multiple
head particles within a diffraction-limited spot.
To attest that the DNA is bound to the portal, but not non-

specifically to the capsid surface, we repeated the experiment with
the packaging complex preassembled using gp17 and unlabeled
priming DNA. In this case the portal would not be exposed be-
cause it is expected to be occupied by the bound gp17 protein (Fig.
5C). After injecting the Cy5-labeled DNA into this chamber, but
no ATP, we observed an order of magnitude fewer spots per
imaging area than when the experiment was done with the capsids
only (75 spots vs. 634 spots) (Fig. 5 C and D).

Fig. 3. Quantifying the packaging reinitiation via single-molecule photo-
bleaching. (A) A representative photobleaching intensity profile of a single
capsid (gray trace) and the smoothed trace (red trace) showing seven pho-
tobleaching steps. (B) Photobleaching analysis is used to derive the nor-
malized histogram of the number of packaged DNA molecules in each virus
head at different times after the initial flow of 2 nM DNA and 1 mM ATP.
(C and D) ATP and DNA affect the efficiency of packaging initiation differ-
ently. Average number of DNA molecules packaged per head after 30 min as
a function of DNA concentration and in the presence of 1 mM ATP (C) or as
a function of ATP concentration and in the presence of 2 nM DNA (D).

Fig. 4. Quantifying the initiation kinetics of slow ATPase mutants. (A) gp17
mutants with ATPase defects cannot initiate packaging efficiently. Repre-
sentative images of the surface containing the same number of heads pre-
assembled with the WT gp17 (Upper) or csS161T mutant gp17 (Lower) and
after incubation with 2 nM DNA and 1 mM ATP for 20 min. (Scale bars, 5 μm.)
The graph (Right) shows the average number of spots per imaging area area
(70 × 35 μm). Error bars represent ± SEM for 50 different imaging areas. (B)
gp17 mutants with ATPase defects exhibit longer initiation times. Typical
fluorescence intensity time traces of individual packaging complexes with
csS161T gp17 mutant. The arrow denotes when 4 nM DNA and 1 mM ATP
were applied. (C) Normalized probability distribution of packaging initiation
times for WT and csS161T gp17 mutant and the long and short packaging
times for packaging complexes with WT gp17 or csS161T mutant (D) in 4 nM
DNA and 1 mM ATP.
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We then tested whether this DNA–portal interaction is func-
tionally significant and can lead to DNA translocation. We first
introduced Cy5-labeled DNA into a chamber that had capsids on
the surface similar to the schematic in Fig. 5A. DNA was then
flushed out with a buffer containing only gp17 and ATP. After
5 min of incubation, we flowed in an excess amount of DNase I
and incubated for 20 min. This step removed any DNA that is
nonspecifically bound to the outer surface of the capsid but not
the DNA packaged inside the capsid. We then counted the
number of fluorescent spots per imaging area. As a control we
repeated the same experiment but without the gp17 and ATP.
We observed 10 times more spots when the packaging reaction
was performed (Fig. 5E). Because there was no DNA in the
buffer containing gp17 and ATP, the observed spots must come
from the DNA that was bound to the portal and later got pack-
aged upon introduction of ATP and gp17. These data suggest that
the DNA–portal interaction in the absence of the motor is func-
tionally relevant and can result in DNA packaging upon avail-
ability of the packaging motor and ATP. Using a two-color
approach we further showed that about 30% of these capsids
that packaged the initial Cy5 DNA reinitiated and packaged
multiple Cy3-labeled DNA molecules into the same head when
provided with Cy3-labeled DNA and ATP (Fig. S5A).
We then analyzed the dynamics of the DNA–portal interaction.

We observed two distinct behaviors for the portal-bound DNA.

About 75% of the molecules exhibited fast binding and un-
binding, whereas 25% of them showed stable binding (Fig. 5F).
For the fluctuating traces, increasing the DNA concentration
increased the DNA binding rate but it did not have a significant
effect on the unbinding rate (Fig. 5G). However, both these types
of interactions lead to DNA translocation, approximately at the
same frequency, upon the addition of ATP and gp17 and DNA
(Fig. 5H and Fig. S5B).
The above series of experiments demonstrated a novel mode of

DNA packaging initiation that has not been observed before. In
this mode, the portal captures the DNA substrate and then, upon
accessing gp17 motor and ATP fuel, initiates DNA translocation.

Discussion
DNA packaging into a viral capsid is a complex process consisting
of initiation, elongation, and termination. It involves orchestrated
coordination and sequential action of multiple proteins (7). Single-
molecule techniques have greatly contributed to our understanding
of the mechanistic details, especially of the elongation phase of
phage phi29 DNA packaging (29, 30). With regard to the initiation
phase, it has been well documented that in most of the tailed
phages and herpes viruses a terminase complex consisting of small
and large terminase proteins recognizes the concatemeric viral
genome and makes a cut to generate a dsDNA end (7, 8, 17, 18).
The following steps of initiation, however, are poorly understood.
For instance, how does the packaging machine initiate trans-
location once the dsDNA end is created by the terminase complex?
What are the kinetics of DNA capture and insertion of the end into
the portal channel? Because of the highly dynamic and transient
nature of interactions at this stage these fundamental questions
have been difficult to analyze in any phage system. In this study we
have constructed a minimal system consisting of well-characterized
components from bacteriophage T4, the motor protein gp17, the
empty phage head containing the dodecameric portal protein gp20,
and a synthetic oligonucleotide providing the dsDNA end and
examined the above questions.
Our real-time single-molecule assay allowed the dissection of

some of the steps involved in packaging initiation. When individual
packaging machines were imaged each machine showed repeated
initiation and translocation of DNA molecules into the virus capsid
one after another. Our kinetic measurements showed that it takes
about 45 s to form an active initiation complex de novo and about
10 s for a preassembled motor to capture a free dsDNA end and
initiate translocation. Because the time needed for the elongation
(translocation) phase of ∼170-kb T4 genome is about 7 min (13),
the ∼1 min of time it takes to initiate packaging de novo is con-
sistent with the ∼10 min of time available to complete packaging in
the 25- to 30-min infection cycle of phage T4.
The creation of a dsDNA end in vivo depends, in part, on the

activity of small terminase protein gp16. To test whether this pro-
tein has an effect on the packaging initiation once the free end is
available, we performed preliminary packaging experiments in the
presence of purified gp16. We found that the packaging initiation
timescales and bursting behavior with or without gp16 (Fig. S6)
were similar. However, the interactions in vivo might be more
complex, requiring other components involved in transcription,
recombination, or repair proteins that have also been linked to
packaging initiation (31, 32).
Our single-molecule assay has uncovered a bursting behavior,

a series of packaging initiations interspersed by long pauses that
was neither evident in bulk assays nor observed with any other
packaging machine. This is reminiscent of the large heteroge-
neity in rate of packaging (13) or the high frequency of pauses
observed at low ATP concentrations during the elongation phase
of phage T4 DNA packaging (33). The bursting behavior was ob-
served with preassembled packaging machine complexes lacking
free motor protein gp17 in solution. Therefore, the time delay
between initiations and the long pause between bursts of initiations

Fig. 5. DNA can directly bind to the portal in the absence of gp17. (A–C)
Representative images of surface with immobilized capsid only (A), empty
surface (B), and immobilized preassembled packaging complex (capsid, gp17,
priming DNA and ATPγS) (C). The images were taken 10 min after application
of 2 nM Cy5-labeled DNA (no ATP). (Upper) Schematic of the assay in each
condition. (D) The number of spots per imaging area (70 × 35 μm) for the
conditions shown in A–C. Error bars represent ± SEM of the number of
fluorescent spots in 30 different imaging areas. (E) DNA–capsid interaction is
specific. Application of ATP and gp17 to the capsid-bound DNA complexes
can result in packaging. The number of spots per image area after adding
ATP and gp17 to the DNA–capsid complexes shown in A, followed by DNaseI
digestion of nonencapsulated DNA. (F) The observed specific DNA–portal
interaction exhibits a stable or dynamic interaction. Representative intensity
time traces of single DNA molecules interacting with immobilized capsids as
in depicted in A and showing two distinct types of behaviors. (G) Kinetics of
DNA–portal interaction. Association and dissociation rates of DNA molecules
interacting with a single capsid as a function of DNA concentration obtained
from dynamic traces as shown in F, Upper. (H) The stably bound or the dy-
namically interacting portal–DNA complexes can both recruit the gp17 motor
subunits and package the DNA when 1 μM gp17, 2 nM DNA, and 1 mM ATP
are applied at the time denoted by an arrow.
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could not be due to exchange of the motor complex or one of the
gp17 subunits with another complex or subunit from solution. We
developed a simple model that can explain some of our experi-
mental data (Fig. 2E). In this model, the packaging machine
switches randomly between “on” and “off” states with a probability
that is dependent on the DNA and ATP concentrations. However,
when the motor is on, initiation can occur according to Poissonian
distribution. The combined effect of the two sources of random-
ness gives rise to the bursting behavior and large heterogeneity in
the initiation rate. These dynamics are consistent with the hy-
pothesis that fast motors such as the T4 motor that package at
a rate of up to ∼2,000 bp/s might be prone to errors because the
timing of interactions between the motor components (gp17 sub-
units, portal subunits, ATP, and DNA) must be synchronized at
submillisecond timescale (12, 24). When mistakes occur, for in-
stance if DNA binds to a motor subunit before ATP does (e.g., at
low ATP concentration), the motor enters a quiescent state during
which it slowly recovers and resets the motor to an active state, thus
creating a lag between bursts of packaging initiations. Such repeated
initiation by the T4 packaging machine, as was also inferred by our
previous bulk packaging studies (34), could confer fitness advantage
to viruses. For example, it allows the phage to acquire new dsDNA
fragments from the host chromosome or different phages that have
coinfected the same host. These genes then can be incorporated
into the phage genome through nonhomologous recombination and
further selected for optimal length and infection efficiency (35).
Lowering the motor’s rate of ATP hydrolysis either by low-

ering ATP concentration or mutations in the ATP binding
Walker A P-loop that resulted in about a 10-fold drop in kcat for
ATPase severely impaired packaging initiation, suggesting that
rapid succession of ATP hydrolysis is essential for packaging
initiation. This might be important to overcome the dissociation

of DNA from the motor, as evident from the fast binding and
unbinding kinetics of DNA–portal interactions. Rapid ATPase
firing, thus, might “push” the DNA deep enough into the ∼100-
Å-long (∼30-bp) translocation channel so that DNA release will
no longer be a significant barrier. Such dependence on energy
input might also act as a regulatory mechanism to limit genome
packaging initiations under suboptimal nutritional conditions.
Packaging initiation requires precise “threading” of the 23-Å-

diameter DNA into the ∼35-Å-diameter “hole” of the portal
channel. Our results demonstrate that this could occur by mul-
tiple pathways: assembly of motor and DNA on the portal,
preassembly of motor on the portal followed by interaction with
DNA, or direct interaction of DNA with the portal followed by
recruitment of the motor subunits. That the latter occurs in a
configuration competent for subsequent packaging suggests that
the DNA end is correctly aligned in or near the portal channel.
The T4 packaging machine thus seems to have built-in designs to
insert viral DNA into the translocation channel, which explains
the remarkable efficiency and plasticity with which the T4 ma-
chine initiates and reinitiates packaging.

Materials and Methods
Emptied phage heads were purified from 10amber-13amber phage T4 mu-
tant infected Escherichia coli cells according to ref. 34. Isolation of the gp17
csS161T and hsT168Q mutants was described earlier (28). The protocols for
purification of gp17 WT and mutant proteins and for ATPase and bulk DNA
packaging assays were described previously (15). Details of experimental pro-
cedures, data analysis, and modeling are given in SI Materials and Methods.
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